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About This Content

In Total Modification DLC you will have unique sandbox mode for all of you, which want to have some unlimited fun and not
bothering about game money.

Also all 13 cars from this DLC will have unique modifications, which you cannot do yourself in game. Similar to modding, but
it will not break your game saves or replace standard cars.

Collection of 13 classic Car Mechanic Simulator's cars modificated in a crazy way. Lowered suspensions, big rims, crazy engine
swaps, and many more!

This DLC will also introduce you to Sandbox Mode in which you can play with all cars, and not worry about money or
upgrades! Jump into instant fun mode!

Modified cars in this DLC :

Maluch Drag V6

Bolt Reptilia Slammed V8

Sakura Moon AWD W12

Tempest Magnum AWD W12
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Rino Piccolo Monster

Salem Kieran L6

Salem Flamo Drag V8

Delray Custom AWD W12

Mayen M8 Race

Echos Cobra Drag

Sakura GT20 Drag V8

Castor Earthquake DUB

Katagiri Katsumoto JDM

All cars could be bought via Auction Room.

To access Sandbox Mode, just create new profile and tick Sandbox Mode checkbox.
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Good game for young children. However it has no educational value, and very few actual puzzles. It's more of an interactive
story than a puzzle game.

Pros:
- If a puzzle is too hard, the player can just click the "Esc" button, and move on to the next one.
- The player can replay any puzzle that they have already done\/unlocked, as many times as they want.
- Good for parents to play with their child. The parent can read the story\/instructions and give the child hints, while the child
handles the mouse.
- The art is good, with large characters and semi-detailed backgrounds, perfect for children.
- The story is simple and understandable, with no offensive content, and the writing has correct spelling and correct word usage.
- There is a "parents only" area in the menu, which contains the reset button, and the facebook link. You need to select the
correct numbers to get into the parents area, so very young children won't be able to accidentally mess their game up.

Cons:
- The puzzle with the Professor's electric cables is pretty glitchy and the cables sometimes won't connect, and othertimes they
will float off of the screen.
- The music is simple and not too annoying, but the sound effects are loud and often very irritating.
- This game does not read the story outloud. Kids who can't read will still be able to click til the writing goes away and then do
the 'puzzles', but without knowing what or why.
- There are very few clickable background items, and no fun jokes for kids who click around on the screen. These features were
my favourite part of computer games growing up.
- Most children will be unable to complete some of the achievements (many adults have trouble beating the timed
achievements), and many of the achievements revolve around performing actions 100 times - requiring either grinding, or
multiple playthroughs to achieve. Not a big deal for most, but it is part of the game, so I will include it in my review.
This game might introduce your kids to achievement hunting hahaha!. I got it for a really low price. Definitely worth it.

Unfortunately i don't have a 3D printer.. Rogue-like-like-like genre.

Pros:
- Neat UI;
- Well-designed;

Cons:
- Poor combat & upgrade systems;
- Repetitive gameplay (including quests and RWG);
- Disturbing music;
- Limited servers (600 x 2 players);
- No custom game\/difficulty settings;

To be noticed:
- Death changes nothing;
- Unable to customize character;
- No offline mode;. Inertia is a very fast paced parcour game with some great physics. It has a unique graphic style and
breathtaking polishing. However, the community levels can quite often be broken and should require more playthroughs of the
level by the curator before being published.. Good tower defense game, with high playablity and many playable factors.
Work fine in Windows but crashed in my Macbook pro.. This game is AMAZING!!!

Pros:
Super friendly community
great graphics
season rankings
You don't have to play ranked matches
completely customizable spell loadouts
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Diverse character outfits and accessories
new content updates

Cons:
Minor bugs
Since it's new on steam, slighty longer waiting times for a match during certain hours.

I highly reccommend this if you like magic-type vr games.. Great Game. No Voice-Overs Though.. The Best <3. I love this
soundtrack so much.... this is the best vr game i have ever played but if this game and blade and sorcery were to be combind you
would have the most emersive mideivl fanticy game ever totaly recomend it.
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This game got my attention since I love shooting alien scum and VR shooters and this game offers it for very good prize, cool
weapons and powerups, smooth addictive gameplay, location and enemies variety. Took me over hour to finish it on first try,
you have to master usage of guns and shield to survive. Felt badass shooting down big ship with minigun holding under my leg
as debris flew above my head :D. Developer says I have no internet. So I shouldn't be able to give any review at all, but I
somehow can.

Still could not play this game up to this day because of "connection to master server lost".

Edit: The non-steam version (from their website) works without issues.

Edit 2.0: Because of their customer support I can not recommend this game\/company at all. Wish I could refund.. this game
will make u hate your computer!. Very cute and easy relaxing puzzle game. Rather interesting game, Not my usual genre but I
can't help but love it. the blend of slide scroller mixed with 3D works very well. Apart from a few hiccups with the game
loading, on the first launch(and never again). It's well optimized with smooth gameplay, and a quirky story.

good game to play with a mug coffee.. One of the best in the genre of card games. Exciting gameplay, an interesting storyline
and the most important convenient management. Absolutely awful! What was I thinking...
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